INTERVIEW: Mongolian advocate warns Taiwan on China

‘GENTLEMAN VERSUS GANGSTER’: Inner Mongolian People’s Party Chairman Temtsiltu Shobtsood said ethnic Mongolians’ experience shows Taiwan should be wary of China

By Loa Iok-sin / Staff reporter

Inner Mongolian People’s Party Chairman Temtsiltu Shobtsood, a long-time advocate of rights for ethnic Mongolians living in China’s Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, warned Taiwanese to be cautious when dealing with Beijing while recounting Mongolians’ struggle for freedom and human rights.

“You must be very careful when dealing with the Chinese Communist Party [CCP] regime, because it follows no moral guidelines, and if it seems that the CCP is doing something good for you, it must be doing it for a reason and when it gets what it wants, it will not hesitate to break its promises,” Shobtsood, who now lives in exile, said in a recent interview in Taipei with the Taipei Times.

“When a democracy like Taiwan deals with China, it’s like a gentleman dealing with a gangster — the gentleman will suffer in the end because he honors his word and carries moral responsibilities, while the gangster does not,” he said.

Shobtsood said that although he believes that the chances of a Chinese military invasion of Taiwan are minimal, “you’ve got to be careful because China would infiltrate Taiwan in any way it can think of — and it is willing to promise Taiwanese anything they desire [to
achieve its aims]."

Shobtsood said he holds these views based on the experiences of ethnic Mongolians in Inner Mongolia.

Although a sizable Han Chinese population has migrated to Inner Mongolia since the late 19th century, more recently the Chinese government has been actively encouraging Han Chinese to settle in Inner Mongolia, saying that the policy is aimed at helping the region.

"Right now, the Han Chinese population vastly outnumbers ethnic Mongolians in Inner Mongolia and they [Han Chinese] control most of the region’s natural resources, largely through ownership of mines," Shobtsood said.

There are about 20 million Han Chinese in the region, accounting for 80 percent of the population, while there are only 3 million ethnic Mongolians, he said.

"What Mongolians are facing is an issue of life and death," Shobtsood said. "With the presence of a large Han Chinese population and government policies aimed at exploiting Mongolians, the survival of our culture is seriously threatened, while the natural environment is under attack from industrial development, mining and rapid urbanization."

According to Shobtsood, Mongolians in the region are suffering under Chinese rule, instead of prospering as the CCP regime had promised, and it was a strong sense of this crisis that led him to devote himself to the movement for freedom and human rights for ethnic Mongolians.

"Mongolian students — mostly college students and some high-school students — across Inner Mongolia rose up in demonstrations against a policy announcement by Beijing to move more Han Chinese into the region in 1981," Shobtsood said. "I was a student at Inner Mongolia University at the time and I didn’t hesitate to join the protest and later I became the spokesman for the student movement."

The students went on strike for 28 days and protests across Inner Mongolia continued for three months.

"The Chinese government originally planned to crack down on the student protests, but it didn’t because the movement had broad support among ethnic Mongolians. Even some ethnic Mongolian CCP members voiced their support [for the students] in public or in private," he said.
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Matt Nicodemus · Boulder, Colorado

A very interesting, important article, and I hope Temtsiltu Shobtsood's message is heard and considered well by Taiwan's residents, both commonfolk and leaders. I wonder if he's self-exiled or otherwise.

Shawn O'Hale · Northwestern University

Democracy is under attack all over the globe, as much here in the USA, as it is in Taiwan, and Israel. Nearly all Democracies are being de-stabilised, nearly everyone is blind to it. The small democracies will be the first to go.

Dave Ng · Southern Illinois University Carbondale

Shobtsood's issue is maintainence of Mongolian racial majority within Inner Mongolia where ethnic Mongol population is no more than 5 millions. That is the same situation as native Indians in USA. Democracy by itself cannot change it, what's needed is minority rights where few nations have demonstrated such—India & may be US. Taiwan does not have a racial issue with China, it's a life style issue. By allowing more Chinese tourists & temporary workers to Taiwan may send bring Taiwan's desirable aspect back to China. US shall not help Taiwan to avoid the inevitable, however Taiwan can influence China's social change.